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Time to Change
Children and Young People’s Project

Training for Trainers Pack
Empowering young people to challenge
mental health stigma and discrimination
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Testimonials from previous delegates:

I have probably never experienced training that can change so
many lives in my area.

I thought the training was very informative and sensitive. The
young man who spoke was particularly moving. I feel inspired
and enabled to do something!

Glad that we have flexibility within the training outline to deliver
it how we feel is relevant to young people etc - can be creative!

Very informative session to support teaching practice.

To have someone who has had mental health issues to talk and
answer questions with an open manner was effective and made
you think how support could be given.
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CYP Team
Time to Change
Rethink Mental Illness
15th Floor,
89 Albert Embankment,
SE1 7TP
Dear Delegate,
Thank you for taking the time to attend the Time to Change ‘Train the Trainers’ course.
You will pick up skills and tips to help you empower young people to challenge mental health
stigma and discrimination.
Enclosed in this pack are all the resources you need to deliver this session to the young
people you work or volunteer with. The pack is designed for use with young people aged 1425. The pack includes the following:
 1 training manual
 1 USB stick featuring film clips, PowerPoint presentation and a link to extra resources
from Youth Work Hub.
 1 feedback form to be photocopied and filled out by each young person that
attends your course, and sent back to the above address.
We are happy to assist you with any queries you have about the training or any support you
need to deliver the training to young people.
You can contact our team Administrator by email on noella.kanagaratnam@rethink.org or
by phone on 0207 840 3025.
We also encourage you to get in touch to book one of our trained Youth
Involvement Workers to share their personal story of mental health problems at each
session you deliver.
We hope you enjoy the training and wish you luck in encouraging young people to ‘make a
stand and help spread the word’, so that we can work together to end mental health stigma
and discrimination.
All the best,
Time to Change Children and Young People’s Team
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Overview of sessions with timings
Overall delivery lasts 2hrs 55mins plus breaks; suggested total of 3.5-4hrs including breaks
Introduction:






30mins

Welcome and ice breaker
Introduction to Time to Change
Learning objectives
Hopes & fears exercise
Ground rules

OPTIONAL SHORT COMFORT BREAK
Session 1:











60mins

Quiz on mental health
Facts and figures on mental health
What is mental health? (exercises and definition)
Mental health continuum (exercise and diagram)
Overview of common mental health problems and signposting to further info
Film of young people’s experiences
Why do people develop mental health problems?
Feeling misunderstood - quotes from young people
Stigma and discrimination
Personal testimony from young person, with Q&A

BREAK
Session 2:






40mins

‘Stand up kid’ film with large and small group work
Agree/Disagree quiz
How would you feel if...?
What do stigma and discrimination affect?
Survey results on impact of stigma

OPTIONAL BREAK
Session 3:








45mins

You don’t have to be an expert to support another young person
Quotes from young people about what their friends did to support them
How do we talk about someone with a mental health problem? (exercise)
Examples of successful Mental Health Campaigns
Developing a campaign idea (large group activity)
How can you get involved with Time to Change?
Film of young people’s experiences
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Session Plan
Learning Objectives:
By the end of the session learners will:
 Have been given information, facts and figures about mental health problems
 Have explored how mental health problems can impact on the lives of young
people (and adults)
 Have considered actions they can take to challenge mental health stig ma and
discrimination
Time

10mins

Activity
Short guidance
Introduction – 30 minutes
W elcome and
ice breaker

Introductions

2mins

2mins
10mins

Facilitate brief discussion
around question on slide to
engage the young people
and point out that people
with mental health problems
often feel misunderstood
too.
Get young people to say
their names (if they don’t
know each other already).
Introduce yourselves as
trainers.

M aterials

Opening Slide Projector and
screen for
slides
(needed
throughout
session)

Introduction to
Time to Change

Slide 2

Learning Objectives

Slide 3

Hopes and fears

In pairs ask young people
to discuss what they are
hoping to get out of
the training and some of the
things they may be “fearful”
or worried about.
Answers can be written
on post it notes and stuck
on flip chart paper in two
columns (‘Hopes’ and
‘Fears’); this can be put
up on the wall throughout
the training.
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Equip ment

Post it notes
Flip chart
Pens
Flip chart
markers
Blu tack

Hopes and fears
continued

1min

This activity enables the
trainer to get an idea of
where the group are at in
terms of their expectations
and to allay any fears at the
start. It also offers an
opportunity to clarify what
the training will and won‟t
cover

Tell the group how you are
Session Programme planning to deliver e.g.
3 sessions over 3 weeks or
one 3 hour session
with breaks
It will be a combination of:





5mins

Ground rules

Presentation
Discussion
Group work
Film clips

Get the group to create/call
these out and then check
them against the slide
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Slide 4

Session 1: What is mental health? - 60 minutes
6mins Quiz

Quiz checks understanding.
The slide is designed so
that the questions come up
first, and then the ans wers.

Slide 5-8

2mins Facts and figures
about mental health

Ask if participants are
surprised

Slide 9

Use the group work
exercise as outlined on the
slide notes.

Slide 10

12mins What is Mental Health?

Definition of mental
health

Slide 11

6mins

Mental Health
continuum

Use the group work
exercise (Jenny and Steve)
as outlined on the slide
notes.

Slide 12

5mins

Types of mental health
problems

This is the group’s
opportunity to ask about
specific mental health
problems. You need to
have researched these a
little using the resources in
the back of the pack.

Slide 13
(additional
materials can
be given as
handouts)

3mins

Flip chart and
pens

F ilm of young people’s
experiences

Slide 14

Speakers (to
play film with
sound)

3mins
Why do people develop
mental health problems?
4mins Feeling misunderstood –
quotes from young
people

Get young people to
suggest reasons before you
show the slide
Get young people to guess
how the quote ends, as per
instructions in slide notes

2mins Stigma and
discrimination- definitions
17mins Personal testimony from
a young person with
experience of mental
health problems when
they were 14-25 yrs old.
Followed by questions.
Questions and ans wers

Slide 15

Slide 16

Slide 17
Make sure that this young
person is well briefed and
supported
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Slide 18

Check what
the young
person
needs in
advance

15-45
mins

BREAK – slide 19
Session 2 – What do Stigma and Discrimination Feel Like? - 40 minutes

5mins Stand Up Kid film

Show film (3 minutes)

Slide 20

5mins Impact of the film

Encourage whole group to
think about initial reactions
to the film.

Slide 21

Divide the young people
into 4 groups.
Each group will discuss
the feelings a n d
t h o u g h t s of Michael,
his teacher and his
classmates at the
following 4 points in the
film:
 When Michael
walks in late and
makes a joke
 When Michael
stands up
 When the other girl
stands up
 After class in the
corridor (imagine
what may happen)
Group as a whole also to
consider the feelings and
needs of Michael’s
parents in this story.

Slide 22

20mins Group work

Stand Up
Kid group
work
sheets

Each group briefly presents
their work
5mins Agree/Disagree quiz

Use the group work as
outlined on the slide notes
and allow discussion about
different perspectives

2mins How would you feel if...?

Slide 23

Slide 24
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Projector,
screen,
speakers

Flip chart,
paper and
ma rker
pens

4mins What do stigma and
discrimination affect?

Slide 25

4mins Survey results on impact of
stigma

Slide 26

515mins

OPTIONAL BREAK – Slide 27
Session 3 – Challenging Stigma and Discrimination – 45 minutes

5mins

2mins

You don’t have to be an
Get young people to talk in
expert to support another pairs about how to support a
friend with their mental health,
young person
then show slide afterwards.
Quotes from young people
about what their friends
did to support them

How do we talk about
10mins young people with mental
health problems?
3mins

Slide 28

Slide 29

Card sorting exercise in four
Groups, follow instructions in
slide notes

Slide 30

 Examples of Mental
Talk through each picture on
Health Campaign ideas slide 31 using slide notes as a Slides 31 &
 Organisational pledging guide; Discuss slide 32
32

Let’s develop our own
10mins campaign idea....

Note down ideas on flip chart Slide 32
and prompt young people with
questions as per instructions
in the slide notes (large group
activity)

2mins

How can you get involved
with Time to Change?

Slide 33

1min

Here’s how to pledge

Slide 34

3mins

Film of young people’s
experiences

Slide 35
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Flip chart and
marker pens

Speakers (to
play film with
sound
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Introduction
Opening slide

When was the last time you
felt misunderstood?

Welcome
Icebreaker – get the young people to consider the question on the opening slide
as they sit down. Facilitate a brief discussion about the ways in which young
people in general can feel misunderstood and stereotyped – e.g. as ‘hoodies’ or as
disrespectful and challenging of authority. Make the connection with the fact that
we make lots of assumptions about people with mental health problems and
stereotype them too. They must feel misunderstood a lot of the time.
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Slide 2

2.2.WHAT
WHATISISTIME
TIMETO
TOCHANGE?
CHANGE?
Time to Change wants to end unfair treatment and unfair
attitudes towards people with mental health problems, so they
don’t feel misunderstood so much of the time.

Time to Change works with many different groups in society,
using different ways to change attitudes and to get people
talking about mental health.

All of us have feelings and all of us can make a difference
so that people we know with mental health problems
feel less misunderstood.

If your school, youth group or faith group has signed an Action Plan with the Time to
Change Children and Young People’s team, you may wish to mention this here, and
tell them about some of the actions and changes that will be taking place as a result.
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Slide 3

3. INTRODUCTION
Learning Objectives
By the end of the session you will:
• Have been given information, facts and figures
about mental health problems
• Have explored how mental health problems can
affect the lives of young people (and adults)
• Have thought about what you can do to change
attitudes and unfair treatment

Make it clear that this is not a mental health awareness course – it does not teach
you about symptoms and treatment of different mental health problems. It is about
our attitudes and behaviour towards people with mental health problems.
Tell the group how you are planning to deliver the course, e.g. 3 sessions over 3
weeks or one 3.5-4 hour session with breaks.
It will be a combination of presentation, discussion, group work and film clips.
1) Hopes and fears exercise
In pairs ask young people to discuss what they are hoping to get out of the
training and some of the things they may be “fearful” or worried about.
Answers can be written on post it notes and the young people can come and
stick them up on the flip chart in one of two columns, marked ‘Hopes’ and
‘Fears’. This sheet can be put up in the room throughout the training.
Summarise the different hopes and fears and state whether the hopes will be
met by this course and/or the fears allayed.
This activity enables the trainer to get an idea of where the group are at in
terms of their expectations and to allay any fears at the start. Use this as an
opportunity to clarify what the course will and won’t cover (e.g. a hope to learn
about signs and symptoms of different mental health problems won’t be met, as
the course is about our attitudes and behaviour towards people with mental
health problems, not about recognising signs and symptoms).
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Slide 4

4. Ground rules
• Confidentiality - you can talk about the session but
don’t talk about personal things or names that
have been shared in order to create a safe space.
• Try to take part in discussions
• Respect – challenge the opninion not the person
• Listen
• Be on time after breaks
• Mobile phones off or on silent and no texting
• Talk to the trainer or another adult if you need
support during or after the session
• Have fun!
Get the group to create these and then check them against the slide
Confidentiality needs to be very well discussed as the group must be clear about
what is and what is not possible for you to agree to. This will add to the culture of
trust in the group when you are clear, open and honest. You will need to make it
clear when you can and cannot keep confidentiality.

If a young person discloses proble ms or distress:
• It is important they are guided to talk to a parent, teacher
or GP.
• If a young person is expressing thoughts of suicide it is
important that someone stays with them and inform one
of the above listed people (or A & E in an emergency).
• You cannot and should not promise confidentiality
• You have a duty of care in this situation.
• You should keep the young person informed of your
actions unless this is not possible in an urgent situation.
• Your organisatio n’s child protection policies and
procedures must be followed.
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SESSION 1
Slide 5

5. SECTION 1 - Quiz
Question 1:

How many young people will experience a
mental health problem in any one year?
A: 1 in 10 young people
B: 1 in 100 young people
C: 1 in 1000 young people

The slide is designed so that the question and the answer choices come up first,
and then the wrong answers disappear on the next click of the mouse, leaving
only the correct answer showing.
Place 3 pieces of paper with A, B and C on them around the room. Ask young
people to stand next to the letter they think is the answer.
How many young people will experience a mental health proble m in any one
year? (source ONS)
A - 1 young person in every 10 (Correct answer)
B - 1 young person in every 100
C - 1 young person in every 1000
Ask the young people if they are surprised at this. Point out that this is 3
students in a class of 30.
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Slide 6

6. Quiz
Question 2:
What are the two biggest causes of death of
males aged 14 to 25?
A: Cancer 1st and Diabetes 2nd
B: House fires 1st and Accidents at home 2nd
C: Road traffic accidents 1st and Suicide 2nd

The slide is designed so that the question and the answer choices come up first,
and then the wrong answers disappear on the next click of the mouse, leaving
only the correct answer showing.
Place 3 pieces of paper with A, B and C on them around the room. Ask young
people to stand next to the letter they think is the answer.

What are the two biggest causes of death of males aged 14 to 25?
A - Cancer 1 st and Diabetes 2nd
B – House fires 1 st and Accidents at home 2nd
C - Road traffic accidents 1st and Suicide 2nd (Correct answer)

(source ONS)

Ask the young people if they are surprised at this. Reflect on the fact that we
hear a lot more about road safety than we hear about preventing suicide, even
though suicide is such a big problem among young men.
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Slide 7

7.Quiz
Question 3:
What percentage of the killings that take place
each year are committed by people with
mental health problems?
A: 5%
B: 25%
C: 65%
The slide is designed so that the question and the answer choices come up first,
and then the wrong answers disappear on the next click of the mouse, leaving
only the correct answer showing.
Place 3 pieces of paper with A, B and C on them around the room. Ask young
people to stand next to the letter they think is the answer.
What percentage of the killings that take place each year are committed by
people with mental health proble ms?

A – 5% (Correct answer)
B – 25%
C – 65%
(source: http://www.time-to-change.org.uk/new s-media/media-advisory-service/help-journalists/violencemental-health-problems; 2013)

Ask the young people if this is what they expected the answer to be. Reflect
on the popular stereotype of people with mental health problems being
violent and explore where this comes from with the group. They may mention
TV, film, newspaper headlines etc.
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Slide 8

The slide is designed so that the question and the answer choices come up first,
and then the wrong answers disappear on the next click of the mouse, leaving
only the correct answer showing.
Place 3 pieces of paper with A, B and C on them around the room. Ask young
people to stand next to the letter they think is the answer.

What are the most common mental health proble ms experienced by young
people?
A – schizophrenia
B – depression and anxiety (Correct answer)
C – anorexia

Stress that despite a lot of media coverage about these problems, schizophrenia
and anorexia are both quite rare, whereas depression and anxiety are very
common, even though they don’t always make the headlines.
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Slide 9

9. Facts and Figures
• Young people experiencing anxiety in childhood are 3.5 times
more likely than others to experience depression or anxiety in
adulthood.*
• Young people in the UK from Black and Minority Ethnic
Groups are at higher risk of mental health problems and also
may find it more difficult to use mental health services.*
• Despite the impression we get from the media, people with
severe mental health problems are more likely to be victims
of violent crime than to commit violent crimes. **
• The majority of people recover from mental health problems,
especially if they’ve sought help early
*ONS 2004; **Time to Change Website Oct 2013
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You can ask the
group if they
want to suggest
reasons for these
figures. You
might expect
discrimination,
trauma and
poverty to be
raised.

Slide 10

10. What is mental health?
GROUP WORK ACTIVITY

11

‘Graffiti walls’:
Divide young people into two groups. Give one group a piece of flip chart paper with
‘Mental health‟ written on it, and the other group a piece of flip chart paper with
‘Mental illness’ on it. Ask the groups to write what words come to mind when they
see the term on their piece of paper.
Give them permission to be politically incorrect
and use whatever words come to mind, even if
they are not kind.
Rules:
 Everyone in the group must contribute at least one word to the paper.
 People cannot cross out something that they don’t agree with or think is wrong.
Discuss the words written down:
Often, what happens is that the words are very similar for both groups, even though
one group is associating to ‘health’ and the other to ‘illness’.
Point out how common it is for us to think of negatives when we think of ‘mental
health’. In fact people often say that someone has ‘mental health’ when they m ean
that they have a mental health problem.
Highlight any positive words written down and discuss which words are appropriate
or inappropriate to use in the session and in general.
20

Slide 11

11. A definition of mental health

"The capacity to live a full, productive life as
well as the flexibility to deal with its ups and
downs. In children and young people it is
especially about the capacity to learn, enjoy
friendships, to meet challenges, to develop
talents and capabilities.”

Source: Young Minds 1999

Discuss with the group their responses to this definition.
Highlight that we all have mental health ups and downs, because we all
sometimes have trouble with learning, meeting challenges, and dealing with the
things that life throws at us.
Ask the group how easy or difficult they think it is to achieve good mental health all
of the time, using this definition of mental health?
Think back to the words they used in the graffiti walls and reflect on the fact that
we tend to think bad things about people with mental health problems, even
though we may all have ups and downs in our mental health a lot of the time.
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Slide 12

12. Mental health is on a spectrum
Good wellbeing

I have a mental health
diagnosis but I am
coping well and
enjoying my life

Mental

I have a mental health
diagnosis but
I am not coping and I
am not happy

Wellbeing

I have no diagnosis.
I am well and enjoying
my life

I have no diagnosis,
but I am not coping
and I am not happy

Poor wellbeing

This can be complex for young people to understand.
What you want them to grasp is that:
• Even though someone has a diagnosis, whilst they receive treatment and
support they can remain well. Recovery is possible, usually with treatment, from
any mental illness, even from Bipolar Disorder and Schizophrenia, which used
to be regarded as ‘life sentences’.
• Even if you do not have a diagnosis, you can be struggling. You could become
unwell if you don’t seek help and support from professionals and/or friends and
family.
• Your mental wellbeing is more important than whether or not you have a
diagnosis.
• Overall, your mental health goes up and down all the time, whether or not you
have a mental health diagnosis. It changes depending on what’s happening in
your life and how well you are coping at that point.
A simple way to understand is to get young people to do the following:
PART ONE
•
•

If the group is
large, use two
volunteers
instead

Place A4 sheets with “good wellbeing” on one side of the room and
“poor wellbeing” on the other.
Divide the young people into two groups, each group representing one young
person on the mental wellbeing spectrum.
22

Slide 12 continued:
•

GROUP ONE represents ‘Steve’ – Steve is 19, has a diagnosis of schizophrenia,
is having treatment and feels life is going really well for him at the moment – he’s
at university, works part time, he’s in a relationship with a very supportive partner
and he’s got a good friendship group.

•

Get group one to stand on the side of the room that best represents how
Steve is feeling now (good wellbeing or poor wellbeing).

•

GROUP TW O represents ‘Jenny’ – Jenny is 15, she does not have a mental
health diagnosis, but is really struggling to cope with the pressure of her GCSE
exam preparation and her friends are worried about her because she’s lost a lot
of weight and doesn’t hang out with them after school any more.
Get young people to stand on the side of the room that best represents how
Jenny is feeling (good wellbeing or poor wellbeing).

•

PART TW O
•

•

GROUP ONE – Steve breaks up with his girlfriend and is really missing home
– his friends are still supportive but he’s starting to withdraw from them and
they’ve decided to leave him be “to get over it”.
Get young people to decide if Steve stays where he is or moves to the other side
of the room. Get them to consider how far he moves along the wellbeing
spectrum.
Steve might struggle (as anyone would), but that doesn’t mean he will
definitely become unwell. Maybe he copes best by taking time alone.
Maybe a lot of us would react like this after a break-up.

•

•

GROUP TW O – Jenny has talked to one of her closest friends about how she’s
feeling. Together they went to see the school nurse who got some help for
Jenny. She‟s still worried about her G CSE‟s but feels that she ’s better
able to cope.
Get young people to decide if Jenny stays where she is or moves to the other
side of the room. Get them to consider how far she moves along the spectrum.
Jenny might be feeling a bit better now, but she could still struggle again if the
exam pressure gets worse, or if her friends stop being so supportive. She will
need a bit of time to feel 100% again.

• Point out that, even though Steve has a diagnosis and Jenny doesn’t, they have
both ended up at similar points along the wellbeing spectrum (i.e. around the
middle).
23

Slide 13

13. Some types of mental health problems

• Depression – low mood, hopelessness, loss of energy
• Anxiety disorders – sense of worry, panic, dread which is
affecting someone’s ability to live their life as usual
• Eating disorders – may have an unrealistic view of their body
shape and weight. Not just about dieting - often low self
esteem or a lack of control over other things.
• Self harm – often a way of coping with emotional difficulties.
• Psychosis – change of reality. Sometimes hearing voices and
seeing things that others don’t see / hear. May feel paranoid.

For more information: www.rethink.org

www.mind.org

www.seemescotland.org

It may be wise to do
some research on the
websites listed at the
bottom of the slide to
enable you to answer
questions about
different mental health
problems.

If young people want more information, give them copies of the
handouts in the manual under section 8 - ‘Additional Resources’.

Slide 14
This slide shows a film of young people’s experiences of unfair attitudes and
treatment because of their mental health problems.
You may, if time allows, encourage responses to and discussion of the stories in the
film.
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Slide 15

15. Why do people develop mental health
problems?
• Some people feel it is a chemical imbalance in the
brain
• Some feel it is all about trauma (everyone has a
personal story of trauma, abuse, grief, bullying,
separation loss, etc)
• Some feel it is about lack of money or privilege
• There are a lot of views but it is important that
someone’s personal view is listened to and respected
• There is no one answer

Slide 16

16. Quotes
“Many people make jokes about depression / bi-polar /
other disorders and it can make people feel ...
...isolated. I was constantly picked on and called ‘emo’
because I was depressed. When people saw scars on my
arms everyone made snide comments because they had
no understanding.”

Tie this into the
theme of ‘feeling
misunderstood’

www.time-to-change.org.uk/young-people-programme
Children and young people’s programme development. Summary
of research and insights

The slide is designed so that the first part of the quote comes up first, allowing you
to ask the young people to call out possible feelings and thoughts that could
complete the quote, before you show the rest of it.
Source: online survey by time to change in 2012 w ith 1132 young people aged 14- 25 about their experience of
mental health and stigma and discrimination.
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Slide 17

17. Many people report that stigma is
harder to deal with than their actual
mental health problem
• A definition of stigma: Having unfair attitudes
about people with mental health problems, so
that they get labelled as ‘different’ or
‘strange’.
• A definition of discrimination: Behaving
unfairly towards people with mental health
problems, e.g. bullying them, or turning them
down for a job or course of study.
17

Point out from the title that stigma can be harder to deal with
than the symptoms of the mental health problem itself.
(source: Time to Change Children and Young People’s programme development
Summary of research and Insights 2012)

Slide 18

18. My story
You will now hear from a young person with
direct experience of mental health problems
You will have an opportunity to ask questions
It may not be possible to answer all questions

26

Make sure the young
people understand
that stigma is about
attitudes and that
discrimination is
about behaviour.

BREAK (slide 19)
SESSION 2:
Slide 20
View the film ‘Stand-Up Kid’ (it starts on the click of a mouse).
Tell the young people this is a fictional film developed for the Time to Change
Children and Young People’s Project which is designed to get discussion going.
Slide 21

21. Stand Up Kid Reactions

• How did the film make you feel?
• What did it make you think about?
• Did it raise any important issues?

This is a powerful short film that may produce a strong and perhaps
emotional reaction in some young people.
List the key feelings, thoughts and issues that young people come up with on
a flipchart or whiteboard.
Key issues that could be explored or clarified if they don’t come up:
1. That a friend or classmate could experience a mental health problem and you
wouldn’t necessarily know.
2. We might be acting in stigmatising ways without really knowing it.
3. Small changes can make a difference to how someone with mental health
problems might feel - talking is really important.
5. We can all do something positive to help, from being supportive to a friend,
through to supporting a programme like Time to Change.
27

Slide 22

The group work sheets are in your manual and should be copied in advance – one
for each group.
Each group will consider how Michael, his classmates and his teacher might be
feeling and what they might be thinking at the following snapshots during the film:
1.
2.
3.
4.

When Michael comes in late and makes a joke
When Michael stands up on his chair
When a girl in his class also stands up on her chair
After class in the corridor (imagine what might happen next)

Each group then briefly presents their work.

You might also get the group as a whole to consider how
Michael’s parents might be feeling about him being unwell and
what help they might need

28

Get the groups to think
beyond feelings and
thoughts to what might
help each character to
deal better with this
situation – e.g. training,
support, information
etc

Slide 23

23. Agree / disagree
• People with mental health problems are
different from normal people
• I know someone with a mental health
problem
• Mental health problems make you weaker
• You can tell if someone
has a mental health
problem
23

You can promote
discussion about
different perspectives
on these statements ,
there may be reasons
why different people
agree or disagree.

One side of the room is agree, the other side of the room is disagree.
Get the young people to agree or disagree with each of the statements on the
slide by physically going to one side of the room or the other.
Statement 1: “ People with mental health problems are different from normal
people”: Disagree: W e all have mental health just like everybody has physical
health. W hat is normal anyway?
Statement 2: “ I know someone with a mental health problem”
Agree: 1 in 10 young people experience mental health problems – that’s 3
people in an a class of 30, so you probably will know a young person with a mental
health problem.
Statement 3: “ Mental health problems make you weaker”
Disagree: Many people say that overcoming or coping with mental health problems
has made them much stronger in the long run. However, it can be that you feel
weaker at first, when your symptoms are new.
Statement 4: “You can tell if someone has a mental health problem”
Disagree: Most mental health problems are invisible and you might be
surprised because you might not have any idea from the outside that someone
is coping with a mental health problem. A lot of the stereotypes about what
people with mental health problems are like are not true.
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Slide 24

24. How would you feel if you
talked about something really
personal and...
• you were laughed at by your friends
• no-one stood up for you
• people avoided you afterwards

Get young people to think about their own experiences or things they
may have seen happen.
Reassure young people that they won’t be asked to reveal the personal
issues that they may be thinking about.
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Slide 25

25. What do stigma & discrimination
affect in our lives?
• Self-confidence and well-being
• Beliefs in society about violence and
danger
• Family and friendships
• Relationships
• Education
• Physical health
25

NOTE: You will not have time to talk through every area that stigma and
discrimination might affect. Pick two or three areas to focus on.
Self confidence – people may have lost their self-belief, sense of identity,
friendships and relationships, as well as having a lot of difficult experiences.
Stigma and prejudice contribute a lot towards this. Even if other people are not
horrible towards them, people may feel uncomfortable around them since they’ve
been unwell and therefore avoid them. This will affect their self-esteem and selfconfidence.
Beliefs in society about violence and danger. Whilst there are a few sensationalised
cases that hit the headlines and involve individuals with mental health problems, the
majority of people with mental health problems are more likely to harm themselves
than they are to harm others. Only when someone is actively psychotic is there a
slightly greater risk of violence and even this is a low risk compared to the chances
of being attacked at pub closing time by people who have been drinking too much.
Family and friends can over-protect, avoid or disappear from peop le’s lives in
the worst cases. However young people also tell us that they would seek help
from parents and friends first.
Relationships can be affected by lack of confidence, bad experiences of
relationship breakdown or struggling to know whether it is safe to tell your boyfriend
or girlfriend about your mental health problem, for fear of others’ reactions.
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Slide 25 continued
Education – young people who develop mental health problems may drop out of
education for many reasons e.g. withdrawing from people generally, loss of
confidence, or the effect that their mental health problem or their treatment may
have on their concentration and ability to study. This may mean that young people
are at risk of not reaching their full potential. Many young people pick up the
threads of their lives again later but may need confidence and support to do this.
Physical health – Sometimes people’s physical health is ignored and all their
symptoms are put down to their mental health problem – for example feeling
breathless may be put down to anxiety rather than to asthma or a chest infection.
Doctors can do this just as much as the rest of us.
The side effects of some medications for mental health problems can sometimes
result in physical health problems such as high blood pressure, weight gain and
diabetes. Some mental health problems, e.g. depression, may affect someone’s
motivation to take regular exercise or look after themselves.
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Slide 26

26. Impact of Stigma
Young People report that they have experienced stigma from:
• friends (70%)
• parents (57%)
• boyfriends and girlfriends (45%)
• teachers (40%)
• 26% said negative reactions from others had made them
want to give up on life
• 57% said fear of stigma had stopped them applying for a
job
• 32% said that it had stopped them applying for or taking up
a place at college or university
Time to Change online survey, 1132 young people, April 2012

Present and discuss. Ask the young people if they are surprised by any of the figures.
Young people report that they have also experienced stigma from doctors and other
medical professionals (47%).

BREAK (Slide 27)
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Group 1 – When Michael walks into class late....
What is Michael thinking at the moment? How does he feel?
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................

What is Michael’s Teacher thinking at the
moment? How does he feel?
....................................................................
....................................................................
....................................................................
....................................................................
....................................................................
....................................................................

What are Michael’s classmates thinking at the moment?
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.....................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................

Group 2 – When Michael stands up on his chair....
What is Michael thinking at the moment? How is
he feeling? What might help him right now?
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................
...................................................................................

What is Michael’s teacher thinking at the
moment? How is feeling? What might have
helped him deal better with this situation?
.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................
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What are Michael’s classmates thinking right now? How do they feel?
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................

Group 3 – When another girl in Michael’s class stands up on her chair....

How is this girl feeling? What
might she be about to say?
...................................................
...................................................
...................................................
...................................................
...................................................

What is Michael thinking
now? How is he feeling?
.............................................
.............................................
.............................................
.............................................
.............................................
.............................................

What is the teacher thinking right
now? How is he feeling? What might
help him deal better with this
situation?
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
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How are the rest of the class feeling now? What are they thinking?
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................

Group 4 – In the corridor after class....
Do Michael’s classmates talk to Michael or to the
teacher? Or do they just talk about them? What do
they say?
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

Does the teacher talk to Michael? Does
he talk to other teachers or pupils? How
does he feel as he walks to the staff
room?
................................................................
................................................................
................................................................
................................................................
................................................................
................................................................

Imagine Michael, his teacher and his classmates in the
school corridor after class.....what happens after the film
ends?

How does Michael feel as he leaves class? Does he talk to his friends or to the
teacher, or does he go off by himself? Why?
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.
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How does this girl feel as she
leaves class? Does she talk to
Michael or to anyone else?
Why?
...............................................
...............................................
...............................................
...............................................
...............................................
...............................................
...............................................
...............................................
...............................................

SESSION 3
Slide 28

Activity:
Get the young people to talk in pairs about how they would support a friend who
had a m ental health problem. Get some feedback and then show the rest of the
slide.
Themes to bring out of the discussion are the importance of listening, having
hope, talking about mental health openly, talking about recovery, not laughing
along at jokes about people with mental health problems and standing up for
someone if they are at the butt of a joke.

The point of this slide is to encourage young people to treat those with mental
health problems in the same way as they would treat anyone else. However, it is
good to encourage young people to behave with empathy and to be nonjudgemental.
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Slide 29

29. Quotes from Young People
I remember the first person I really spoke to was a friend. She listened and didn’t
panic. With her support, I spoke to a teacher at school. Without their help, I doubt
I would be alive today
Luckily, all my housemates know. The conversations were casual but they all
understand. When I published my first blog there were people around university
approaching me. It was nice in a way, people would say “I would never have
known.

I have recently started dating again. I found it hard to tell him I had psychosis.
It wasn’t easy but I showed him who I was at first then after a few weeks I
came out with it. He just took me for who I am, which was a relief.

Ask for any reactions to these quotes.
Get young people to think about how they could react differently to someone with
a mental health problem, giving them a positive rather than a stigmatising
experience.
Show how simple it is just to be accepting and continue to treat someone normally
when they have a mental health problem.
st

Source of quotes: Blogs from Time to Change w ebsite Oct 31 2013.
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Slide 30

30. How do we talk about someone who has
a mental health problem?
GROUP WORK ACTIVITY

30

You will need to photocopy and cut out the activity cards (at the back of session 3
in your manual) in advance of doing this exercise.
Divide the young people into 3-4 groups and give each group a set of cards to sort.
Each card has a term or word on it used to describe someone with a mental health
problem. The young people need to sort the cards into two sets, one set of
‘acceptable’ words or terms and a second set of ‘unacceptable’ words or terms.
Walk round the groups as they are working and look at how they are sorting the
cards. When they have all finished, bring them back into one large group and
discuss which cards go where, and if there is any disagreement about any of the
words or terms in particular.
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Slide 31

31. Successful Time to Change
Campaigning Ideas
Photo Pledge

The Time to Change Organisational
Pledge . . . the next steps

Pledge action plan

Pop Up Village

Train the Trainer

Talk the young people briefly through each campaign idea:
In clockwise order from left:
Making an Organisational Pledge
A school, youth group, faith group, or any organisation that works with young
people can sign a Time to Change Children and Young People’s Organisational
Pledge and complete an Action Plan to set out how they are going to tackle mental
health stigma and discrimination within their organisation. Examples of actions
might be to introduce Personal Health and Social Education (PHSE) lessons on
mental health, to provide training for staff, to plan an event, to get local publicity
involved, or any other idea that appeals. The Time to Change Children and Young
People’s team are on hand to provide support with this.
‘Making a photo pledge’
This photo shows Frankie from the Saturdays signing a pledge to “start the
conversation about anxiety”, which is something she has experienced herself.
Any individual person can sign a pledge and promise something they will do
differently, however small, to help the campaign. Organisations which have signed
an organisational pledge can also have a ‘photo pledge-signing’ event to publicise
their commitment to the campaign.
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Slide 31 continued
Train the Trainer:
The idea of this is that teachers, youth workers and other professionals who work
with young people go on this course to learn how to deliver this training session
directly to young people. This allows the training to reach a wider audience than
would be possible if one team had to deliver every single session to young people
themselves. Sometimes, young people go on the course too, and learn to deliver it
to their classmates or youth group members.
Rolling out this training through the organisation, to staff and young people, is
often part of an organisational action plan and pledge commitment.
Pop Up Village:
These events are often run by Time to Change in partnership with organisations
who have signed an action plan. They can have a variable number of elements
that you might find in a typical village centre: a post office, a cinema, a surgery, a
village green, a tea shop and even an arcade and tattoo parlour.... but with a
difference! The cinema plays films like ‘Stand Up Kid’ to get discussions goi ng.
The village green plays ‘open mic’ sessions where people can perform. The tattoo
parlour sprays on temporary tattoos supporting the campaign. The arcade offers
young people the chance to play our interactive online story ‘The Kid and I’. At the
post office people can find information about local mental health services and
pledge their support by making a promise (e.g. to call someone they know who
has a mental health problem). At the ‘surgery’ people can get one-to-one advice,
perhaps from a school nurse. Villages vary a lot according to space and
requirements. Putting on a pop-up-village is a two-way process – the organisation
has to show commitment to the action plan and to making the village work in order
for Time to Change to mobilise its’ existing village resources.

Encourage discussion about these different ideas and why they work. Say that a
campaign idea could be anything, from an event to a petition, to a performance,
to a training session or a visual display.
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Slide 32

This is the chance for staff and young people to think about what they might like to see
in their organisational action plan. If your organisation is developing an action plan and
there is a key contact for staff and/or young people to contact with ideas, then give out
these key contacts now.
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Slide 33

33. Let’s develop a plan to challenge
stigma and discrimination...
...in either a school, youth group, community or
online.
Think about:
– how you can deliver the Time to Change
message in a creative way
– what materials you may need and where
you will get them
– who you would need to involve
C: 65%
Lead this activity as a whole group activity, with you prompting them with questions
and jotting down the group’s ideas on a flip chart or whiteboard.
The ideas do not have to be put into action – this is fun ideas activity to generate
enthusiasm and make them feel that they could make a difference in this way.

Get them to think practically and realistically about what they could achieve. Help
them to decide on one main focus for their idea (e.g. a performance) and get them to
think how they would go about setting this up. Remind them to consider the budget
and how they could get or raise enough money to put their ideas into action. Ask them
who they know who might be able to help them. Get them to think of a name for their
plan – something catchy! Where will it be held? How can they generate publicity? How
can they get other young people interested and involved?
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Slide 34

Go onto the website (www.time-to-change.org.uk/young-people/how-can-istandup- stigma/spread-word) to find out what you can do in 1 minute, 1 hour or
longer. You might want to discuss some of these ideas with the young people in
the group.

Mention that Time to Change can support your event or
campaign by sending you useful things like leaflets, badges,
pens, wristbands, key-rings and postcards – just go to
http://www.time-to-change.org.uk/resources/posters-leaflets
to order your resources now.
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Slide 35

35. Here’s how to pledge

Encourage young people to pledge online. This shows that they are choosing to do
something positive to change unfair attitudes and unfair treatment of people with
mental health problems.

Slide 36
This slide shows a follow-on film of the same young people who featured in the
earlier film (where they were talking about their experiences of stigma and
discrimination).In this film, they speak about how things have improved for them
more recently and what they are doing with their lives now.
If time allows, encourage responses to and discussion of the stories in the film.
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Mentally Challenged

Special

Experiencing a mental health proble m

Disabled

Suffering with their nerves

Unwell

Having a breakdown

Going mad

Looking for attention

A bit weird
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‘When was the last time you felt misunderstood?’ – young people’s feedback form
Date: ......................................................................
Venue: ..................................................................................
Trainers: .............................................................................................................................
Strongly
Agree

The training was interesting and enjoyable.
I have learnt more about mental health stigma and discrimination.
The film Stand Up Kid helped me to understand the impact of mental health
problems
Now that I’ve had the training I think that I’d do something positive to
support someone in my class
The training session helped me to understand how important it is to
challenge mental health stigma and discrimination.
I plan to do something to spread the word about ending stigma (e.g. liking
Time to Change on Facebook, making a pledge, running a campaign)
The personal story from the young person with experience of mental
health problems helped me understand why challenging stigma and
discrimination is important.
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Agree

Disagree
agree nor
disagree

Strongly

Neither
Don’t
know/
Disagree
nonapplicable

Please make any other comments
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Notes Page

51

Fact sheets - Overview of mental health problems
(additional resources)

(Although this may be useful, it is not your role to diagnose – only a doctor can
diagnose. It is more important to think about how a young person is acting and
feeling and behaving and consider what support they need).
The following infor mation sheets will support you.
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Some notes on using the pack
This pack is an ‘off the peg’ resource aimed at those of you who are working or
volunteering in organisations that work with young people between the ages of 14 and
18, such as youth leaders, teachers, other school-based profess ionals, soc ial care and
health prof essionals. It may also be relevant to interested parents.
Once you have undertaken the train the trainer course, you will be in a position to
deliver the sessions to groups of up to 30 young people in order to motivate and
inspire young people to challenge mental health stigma and discrimination.
This pack contains all the materials necessary to deliver a 3.5 hour training session as
follows:


Introduction





Part 1 – W hat is mental health?
Part 2 – What do Stigma and Discrimination feel like?
Part 3 – Challenging Stigma and Discrimination

In the appendices, there are notes about other useful resources as well as three PSHE
Key Stage 4 lesson plans in c ase it is delivered within the school curriculum.

Why deliver this cour se to young people?
As youth professionals, volunteers and parents, you are in a unique position to
harness the energy of young people to challenge mental health stigma and
discrimination. This is a challenging and rewarding opportunity to inform and motivate
young people. You will both educate and be educated by young people in the process
of delivering this training. You do not have to be an expert to do this, but you do need
to have a passion to support change and see the potential of young people to take a
major role in that process. You can also potentially make significant and positive
changes to young people’s lives.

What are you being asked to deliver?
W e ask that you commit to deliver between three and four sessions to young people
per year. This pack will guide you through the training s essions.
These sessions will be evaluated. W e have supplied evaluation sheets which should
be completed by the young participants taking part in your sessions and returned to
Time to Change as directed.
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What can you achieve?
This is an exciting opportunity to motivate a movement of young people who are willing
to make a stand, spread the word and end mental health stigma and discrimination.
The training can sow the seeds for a health promotion and prevention approach that
will have a continuing influence across gener ations.

Why should we challenge mental health stigma and discrimination ?
 One in ten young people have a mental health problem yet stigma is preventing
them from fulfilling their true potential.
 Nine out of ten young people report negative reactions as a result of their
mental illness (Time to Change research, 2012).
 Many say that negative reactions have stopped them from doing certain things
in their life such as hanging out with friends, going to school , college or
university or having a relationship.


More than half of young people with a mental health problem say that negative
reactions are equally as damaging and distressing as the symptoms of the
mental health problem itself.



Mental health is everyone’s responsibility.

 People who work with young people in any capacity are in a unique position to
support them to challenge stigma and discrimination.
 If we create an environment where stigma and discrimination are a thing of the
past, young people who are struggling with their mental health will seek help
early, which is the key to recovery.
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How can you use this pack?
You can support young people to have confidence to challenge unfair perceptions and actions in relation to
mental health.
You cannot use the pack to train people to be experts in mental health or mental health problems, or to
become an expert yourself.

Delivery of the sessions using this pack
The training will be delivered to young people by:
 You - this requires you to have attended the four hour Training for T rainer course, and studying the pack in
your own time prior to delivery to reach a good level of familiarity and confidence with the material.
 Young people with direct experience, who will contribute by talking about their experience of mental health
and mental health problems. You can either develop a team of young people who are prepared and able to
do this, or you could contact our Time to Change children and young people’s team who have a trained
team of young people with direct experience who are supported to do this work.

N.B. If a young per son discloses their problems or expresses distress to you during or after a
session ...

It is important they are guided to talk to a parent, teacher or GP or member of your organisation in line with
your policies and procedures. If a young person is expressing thoughts of suicide it is important that you
stay with them and i nform one of the above. You cannot and should not promise confidentiality as you
have a duty of care in this situation. You should keep them informed of your actions unless this is not
possible in an urgent situation. This should be discussed in the ground rules to promote a culture of
openness, clarity and trust.
Be mindful of policies and procedures in relation to the above that may be in existence in the institution /
organisation in which you are delivering these sessions and your responsibilities in this regard.
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6. Appendix 1: Useful resources
The following resources are included to assist you in your work of challenging stigma
and discrimination in relation to young people’s mental health. Please note that the links are
nd
correct as of 22 November 2013.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

YoungMinds - Don’t Forget About Us
‘see me’ (Scotland) - What’s on Your M ind Resour ce Pack
Royal College of Ps ychiatrists - Mental Health and Growin g Up
Interchange (Sheffield) - Stigma Deleted
Investing in Children (Durham) - Tackling Stig ma Films
Off The Record (Bristol) - Mentality Films
Mental Health Stigma Programme (Northants) - Talk Out Loud
MCC Media Ltd - Getting the Lowd o wn
World Health Organisation - Through Children’s Eyes

10. Mental Health First Aid Youth (England) - Youth Mental Health First Aid (M HFA)
Course
11. Stonewall - Gay M en’s Mental Health
12. PACE - LGBTQ mental health
13. Mindfull - Website and Online Counselling
1.

YoungM inds

Title - Don’t Forget About Us
Type of resource - Film (3 minutes)
Content - Film promotes YoungMinds Manifesto which has 11 points – point 1 is
‘Stigma still affects us: it’s about time we were able to talk about how we feel’.
Young people speak out and recount their experiences of living with mental health
issues and the lack of appropriate help they have often received.
Viewers are asked to write to their MP and sign the YoungMinds on-line petition.
Target - Mental Health Workers, T eachers, Schools, Soc iety at large
Film created with the hope that young people will get the help they need
Accessibility - Available, free of charge at:
www.youngminds.org.uk/f or_children_young_people/youngminds_manifesto
Usability and Evaluation - Film raises issues in a bold and challenging way – short
and to the point. Manifesto itself is also a useful tool.
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Additional information - YoungMinds have a variety of other useful general mental
health res ourc es:
 Films about mental health issues such as anorexia and depression
 Films specifically aimed at teachers and schools
 Links to recommended reading, research reports and helpful organisations
These can be accessed at
http://www.youngminds.org.uk/training_services/young_minds_in_schools/resource
s/mental_health

2.

‘see me’ (Scotland)

Title – What’s on Your M ind Resour ce Pack
Type of resource - film (5 minutes) bac ked up by 16 activities
Content- film: based on a young girl with emotional problems. Communication with
her friends/schoolmates is mostly by text/electronic messaging. Film shows her
feelings of isolation and concern that all is not well. It reinforces the need for friends
to be supportive.
Activities: 16 of these with some related to the film and others on broader mental
health issues. T here are facilitator’s notes for each of the activities which are mostly
between 15 and 30 minutes in length.
Target - aimed at teachers and youth workers and for getting a school class or youth
group to think about mental ill-health. Viewers are invited to visit the ‘wall of support’
to stop the stigma.
Accessibility - Available, free of charge at:
www.seemescotland.org/whats onyourmind/
Usability and Evaluation - A very useful and usable resource. The film is modern,
engaging and thought-provoking and is backed up by 16 fun and thoughtful activities
that enable exploration of the issues.
There is also a video guided tour of the whole resource pack.
Additional information – ‘see me’ is Scotland’s national campaign to end the stigma
and discrimination of mental ill-health. For more details go to:
www.seemescotland.ork
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3.

Ro yal College of Psychiatr ists

Title – Mental Health and Growing Up: Factsheets for parents, teachers and young people (4th
edition)
Type of resource – Paperback book - £18/£20 (14 pages)
Content - These short, simply written and easily understandable information sheets offer
parents, teachers and young people practical and up-to-date information on what you can
do if you are worried about your child, a pupil or a friend. There are 46 different factsheets
covering a wide range of emotional, behavioural and mental health problems that often
affect children and young people. Each factsheet explains what the problem might be, the
possible causes and effects, gives tips to help you deal with it, outlines the treatments
available, gives the best available evidence, and shows how and where to get help and
further information. Many include real-life case studies.
Target – Healthcare professionals, any professionals working with children and young people and
parents
Accessibility – Available online, at a price of £18 for college members and £20 to
the general public. http://www.rcpsych.ac.uk/publications/books/rcpp/9781908020468.aspx
Usability and Evaluation - Each factsheet can be photocopied (free of charge) for use as handouts for
patients, young people, pupils, parents or friends..
Additional information - The Royal College of Ps ychiatrists have a variety of other
useful general mental health materials (films, toolkits and leaflets) aimed at children
and parents, carers or people who work with children. For more information go to:
http://www.rcpsych.ac.uk/expertadvice/youthinfo.aspx

4.

Inter change (Sheffield)

Title - Stig ma Deleted
Type of resource – Film (17 minutes)
Content - Film is in 6 parts – (1) W hat does mental health mean to you? (2) So what
is mental health? (3) W hat would you do if you found a friend had a mental health
issue? (4) So what is counselling? (5) Right Here – campaign launch (6) Six top tips
for staying mentally healthy
Bradd Reynolds, a local rap poet, is featured in the film and ends it with a rendition of
his composition “T he World is Yours‟.
During the film, young people and mental health/youth workers talk about the issues
and stigma. There is a strong emphasis on the helpfulness of counselling. Drumming
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and dance workshops are shown as part of the launch of Right Here at a lively event
in 2010. There are some dramatised scenes that feature two young people with
mental health issues and these are shown/unfold throughout the film.
Target - Everybody involved in the field of mental health and young people and
society in general.
Accessibility - For brief clip and whole film (available free of charge) go to:
www.interchanges heffield.org.uk/new-clip-from-stigma-deleted-our-new-DVD-2
Usability and Evaluation - The film is very engaging and also covers a lot of ground
and can be played right through or paused after each part for discussion.
Additional information - ST AMP/ Right Here also produce anti-stigma postcards.
(www.interc hangesheffield.org.uk/right-here)

5.

Investing in Children (Dur ham)

Title - Tackling Stig ma Films
Type of resource – 3 films (5-6 minutes each)
Content - Films are:
(1) T ackling Stigma: Losing Someone – shows the effects of losing a father on two
teenage children
(2) T ackling Stigma: Eating Disorder – shows how the stigma of being overweight
can lead to being bullied and excessive attempts to lose weight through the eyes of a
teenage girl.
(3) T ackling Stigma: Pressure Overload – shows the effects of stress, caused by
school work and parental disputes on a teenage boy.
All films are followed by questions/topics for discussion and potential activities.
Target - Could be used in schools and with youth groups to stimulate discussion.
Accessibility - Available (free of charge) at: www.youtube.com/user/IiCDurham
Usability and Evaluation - Films are good, short and to the point.

6.

Off The Record (Bristol)

Title – Mentality Films
Type of resource - 2 Films
Content – Film (1) T op 10 Stress Busting Tips (1 minute) – young people brief ly
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present their top ten tips.
Film (2) Mentality 12 Ways of Christmas (3 minutes) – silent-film format with
accompanying piano with young people displaying tips to handle Christmas on lar ge
cards in garden setting.
Target - Could be used in schools and with youth groups to stimulate discussion.
Accessibility - Available (free of charge) at: www.vimeo.com/otrbristol/videos
Usability and Evaluation - Short fun films.
Additional information - Mentality is a youth leadership project, run by Off The
Record (Bristol). See www.otrbristol.org.uk for more information.
They have produced other films, which are also available at:
www.vimeo.com/otrbristol/videos

7.

Mental Health Stigma Pr ogr amme (North ants)

Title - Talk Out Loud
Type of resource - Film (120 minutes)
Content - Film is in 4 parts (1) W hat is Mental Health? (2) How does it feel? (3)
Friendship (4) W hat to do?
Each part of the film is followed by topics for discussion. The film features
graphics/illustrations/photos/film clips with a voice-over commentary.
Target - Could be used in schools and with youth groups to stimulate discussion.
Accessibility - Available (free of charge), link to film on website: www.talkoutloud.info
or go to www.vimeo.com/21404408
Usability and Evaluation - Best used by viewing each part of the film and then
discussing the topics/questions that follow.
Additional information - The Northamptonshire Mental Health Stigma Programme is
a group of young people who are voicing their opinions to change the stigma of
mental health.
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8.

M CC Media Ltd (Eng land)

Title - Getting the Lowd own
Type of resource - T eaching resource on a DVD-ROM
Content - The resource contains films (approx. 8 minutes), lesson plans, associated
material (such as YoungMinds booklets) and background reading. There is material
for 11 separate lessons as follows:
Primary School: Friendships/relationships, bullying, anger management,
loss/bereavement, being active. The films are presented by well-known T V
presenters who set out to discover more about each topic with the help of puppets.
Secondary School: Stress/anxiety, loss/bereavement, eating disorders, self harm,
depression, bullying. The films are based on individual stories and there are also ‘hot
topic’ short films where young people and health professionals speak about the topic.
Target - The teaching resource is designed to equip teachers and facilitators with
tools to educate and engage young people in issues of emotional well-being.
Accessibility - This resource is available to be purchased on license, either
individually (for £100) or by organisations such as Local Education Authorities which
might take out a license for it to be used across a large number of schools. For
further information, contact info@ mccmedia.co.uk or 0191 5561080.
MCC Media are an award-winning company based in Sunderland. Visit
www.mccmedia.co.uk to see clips from films in the resource.
Usability and Evaluation - Initial independent evaluation has been very positive (f or
example “Grounded in the latest evidence-based research, the resource tackles the
difficult issues with simple clarity and thought-provoking testimonies”).
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9.

World Health Organisation

Title - Through Childr en’s Eyes
Type of resource - Booklet (54 pages)
Content - Writings and pictures giving an international child and adolescent view of
mental health issues including stigma (pages 40-45).
Originated from a school contest lined to World Health Day in 2001.
Target – Could be used in schools linked to discussion and assignments, in
community settings and for public education
Accessibility - Available (free of charge) at:
http://www.who.int/mental_health/publications/through_children_eyes/en/index.html
Usability and Evaluation - Useful international resource that shows the importance of
mental health issues for children all over the world.

10.

Mental Health First Aid Youth (Englan d)

Title - Youth Mental Health First Aid (M HFA) Cour se
Type of resource – 2-day course with good quality manual
Content - The 2-day course is based on original materials from the Australian
National University and has been adapted and edited for use in England.
The course is in 4 sections: (1) Youth Mental Health First Aid (2 ) Depression and
Anxiety (3) Suicide and Psyc hosis (4) Self-harm, Substance Misuse and Eating
Disorders. Stigma is highlighted in the course and there is a good model of
personal empowerment in one of the appendices in the manual to the course. T he
manual (114 pages) is well laid out with much useful inf ormation.
There is a training kit for course participants who want to become a Youth MHF A
instructor.
Target - The course is designed for those who teach, work with, live with and care for
young people (11-18).
The course teaches practical skills that c an be used and creates a deeper
understanding of the issues relating to young people and mental health.
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Accessibility - For more details go to: www.mhfaengland.org/youth-mhfa/ where you
will find a brief (1 minute) promotional film.
Cost: the recommended cost for the course is £175-£275 outside London and £200£300 inside London.
Usability and Evaluation - This c ourse has a good international reputation and has
been highly evaluated by people who have undertaken it.

11.

Stonewall

Title - Gay M en’s Mental Health
Type of resource - Posters
Content - These posters highlight gay men’s mental health needs.
Target - Public educ ation
Accessibility - Go to:
www.stonewall.org.uk/documents/stonewall_gay_mens_health_final.pdf to access
research report. Stonewall research has also found high levels of self -harm and
suicide attempts amongst lesbians and bisexual women - go to:
www.stonewall.org.uk/doc uments/prescription_for_change.pdf
Usability and Evaluation - Simple posters with clear strong message.

12.

PACE

Title – Mental Health of Lesbian, Gay, Transgender and Queer Communities
Type of resource – Website
Content – Website has downloadable factsheets, message boards, and information on
services and youth involvement opportunities.
Target – Adults and young people from the LGBT Q community, also public awareness
Accessibility - Go to: http://www.pacehealth.org.uk/
Usability and Evaluation – Accessible website with useful resources that can be downloaded
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13.

Mindfull

Title - Mindfull
Type of resource – Website
Content – Website has links to online interactive self-help tools, chat rooms, private online
mentoring and online counselling. There are young people’s stories, news articles and blogs
to read and get involved with.
Target – Young people (11-17) who need support, information and advice around their
emotional health and wellbeing.
Accessibility - Go to: http://www.mindfull.org/
Usability and Evaluation – Accessible website with useful resources that can be downloaded
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7. Appendix 2 - for schools:
Session presented as 3 x PHSE Key Stage 4 Lesson Plans
Lesson 1 – Mental Health and Mental Health Problems
Lesson 2 – Stigma and Discrimination
Lesson 3 – Challenging Stigma and Discrimination
These plans can be adapted and used at different paces and can be used with young people of varying abilities
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Lesson Plan 1

Lesson Focus:
Key words:
DATE:

What is mental health?
Mental health, distress, feelings

Lear ning
Objectives

1. KNOW
Mental health is everyone‟s
business

2. UNDERSTAND
People with mental health problems are
not a separate group

3. CAN DO
Develop strategies f or
improving own mental
health

Starter activity

Slide 1, 2, 3 & 4

Flipchart and pens

Lear ning
Activities
(minutes)
10

Ground rules and introductions

5

Learning Objectives
Quiz

Slides 5,6,7,8 & 9

Facts and figures
20

20

What is mental health?
What do we mean by stigma and
discrimination?
Personal testimony with
question and answer session
afterwards

Slides 10 - 17

If possible invite someone into school
who can talk about their experience of
mental health problems when at school.
If not, use the clips on slide 30
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Extra time

Collect articles from
newspapers and magazines
about people with MH problems

Differentiation

All young people will be able to
understand that mental health
problems are common

Assessment

Additio nal
resources

Most of the young people will be able to
understand that we can do things to
make our mental health better and that
people recover from mental health
problems

Some of the young
people will understand
that mental health is on
a continuum

Laptop

USB from Time to
Change training for
trainers pack

Answering quiz questions involves
numeracy and literacy skills

Understanding
continuum needs
literacy skills

Lesson includes many short,
varied activities but the nature
of this topic means discussion
and engagement should be
allowed to flow.
Projec tor

Cross curricular
links

English, Maths, Drama,
Science, Ps ychology

Nu meracy
& liter acy

Slides include numerical
examples
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Lesson Plan 2
Lesson Focus:
Key words:
DATE:

Understanding that stigma and discri mination faced by people with mental health problems
Stigma, discrimination

Lear ning
Objectives

1.
KNOW
That people with mental health problems
experience stigma and discrimination

Lear ning
Activities
(minutes)
5

5
20

10
5
extra time or
homewor k

2. UNDERSTAND What
stigma and discrimination
are and how they aff ect
people

Starter activity:
W atch film „the Stand Up Kid‟

Slide 20

Immediate impact of film

Slide 21



Film snapshots – group work from the
perspective of each set of characters
 Whole group discussion about how
Michael’s parents may be feeling
More about stigma and discrimination
Gapped handouts
Visit
www.time-to-change.org.uk/youngpeople
also view Stand Up Kid
www.youtube.com/timetochangechampaign
or visit www.rethink.org
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Slide 22

Slides 23-26
2 levels of handout provided

3. CAN DO
Start to think of ways to
challenge mental health
stigma and discrimination

Copy the 4 group work
handouts and give the m
out ( one each) to each of
the four groups

or info@mind.org.uk
or www.youngminds.org.uk
Note ways that stigma and discrimination
impact on people‟s lives

Differentiation

All young people will understand the
potential for mental health stigma

Assessment

The impact of the session can be
evaluated through gapped handouts

Additio nal
resources
Cross
curricular links
Numeracy /
liter acy

Most of the young people will
understand that people with
mental health problems can
experience discrimination
and that there are myths
about mental health
problems

Projec tor

TV/DVD

English, Maths, Art and design,
Psychology, Media studies
„Characters‟ exercise includes
opportunities for developing literacy skills
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Some of the young
people will understand
the role the media might
play and start to think
about ways of
challenging stigma

Lesson Plan 3
Lesson Focus
Key word s
DATE:

Challenging stigma and discrimination
Stigma, discrimination, individual actions, campaigns

Lear ning
Objectives

1.
KNOW
That there are ways individuals
can help to challenge mental
health stigma and
discrimination

2.
UNDERSTAND
That it is possible to contribute and
take action

3.
CAN DO
Develop ideas for campaigns to
challenge stigma and
discrimination

Starter activity:
How would we support
someone?

Presentation and discussion

Slides 28 & 29

10

How do we talk about
someone with a mental
health problem?

Group work – card sorting exercise

20

Mental Health Campaigning
Ideas

Presentation & Discussion
Whole Group work

Slide 30
One set of cards per group (see
handout for copying and cutting out
into cards)
Slides 31-33

Lear ning
Activities
(minutes)
5

10

Conclusion

Encourage ideas and involvement

Flipchart and pens
Slides 34 & 35

Finish with direct experience film
clip showing how things have
improved for the young people who
spoke about their experiences of
stigma and discrimination in the
earlier film.

Slide 36
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Extra time or
homework

Students plan to action
campaign ideas in school or in
their local community
Visit
www.time-to-change.org.uk or
www.seemescotland.org for
campaign ideas

Differentiation

Assessment

All young people will
understand that stigma and
discrimination can be
challenged by individual action
The impact of the lesson will
be evaluated through the
feedback from group work

Additio nal
resources
Cross
curricular lin ks

Projec tor

Numeracy /
liter acy

Feeding back from groups can
develop literacy skills

Most young people will understand
that we can make a difference
through campaigning for change

English, Drama, Sociology,
Health and Social C are
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Some young people will be able
to develop strategies and put
them into practice

Appendix 3 - Supporting materials for schools
The following pages are materials that support the lesson plan offer additional
options for changing some elements if required
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Let‟s see what we know about mental health

Quiz

Anyone can have a mental health problem

True/false

Mental health problems are very rare

True/false

There are ways you can help yourself feel better if you
feel bad

True/false

People with MH problems are different from other
people

True/false

It is best not to talk to someone with a mental health
problem

True/false

One in four people will ask for help with a mental health
problem in their life at some time

True/false

You can recover from a mental health problem like
bipolar disorder

True/false

Someone who has a mental health problem can‟t go to
work

True/false

People with mental health problems can overcome their
difficulties

True/false
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Quiz – Answers

Anyone can have a mental health problem

True

Mental health problems are very rare

False

There are ways you can help yourself feel better if you feel bad

True

People with MH problems are different from other people

False

It is best not to talk to someone with a mental health problem

False

One in four people will ask for help with a mental health
problem in their life at some time

True

You can recover from a mental health problem like bipolar
disorder

True

Someone who has a mental health problem can‟t go to work

False

People with mental health problems can overcome their
difficulties

True
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Gapped handout exercise – option 1
Fill in the gaps

Mental health problems are very .......................... About
................................. of people will have a mental health
problem severe enough to ask for ...........................
Everyone experiences mental .............................. sometimes.
This can happen for m any different reasons such as if someone
we care about is ill, if we are bullied at school, lose our ....... or if
someone we love leaves. But if the distress goes on for a
.................. or is ................. with being able to live our lives, it is
a ................... and we m ay even be diagnosed with a mental
..................................
One of the most common mental health problems is
................................. A person living with this feels very low
and unhappy and is often unable to do ordinary things like going
to ......... or ................ spending time with their ............. and
.................... or even getting up out of .......................... Many of
us will have known someone who has experienced this, or we
may have experienced it ourselves.
Most people ...................... from even the most ................
mental health problems. But for many people with mental
health problems the biggest problem they face is the attitude of
...............................................................
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Gapped handout exercise – option 2
Fill in the gaps

Mental health problems are very .......................... About
................................. of people will have a mental health
problem severe enough to ask for ...........................
Everyone experiences mental .............................. sometimes.
This can happen for m any different reasons such as if someone
we care about is ill, if we are bullied at school, lose our ....... or if
someone we love leaves. But if the distress goes on for a
.................. or is ................. with being able to live our lives, it is
a ................... and we m ay even be diagnosed with a mental
..................................
One of the most common mental health problems is
................................. A person living with this feels very low
and unhappy and is often unable to do ordinary things like going
to ......... or ................ spending time with their ............. and
.................... or even getting up out of .......................... Many of
us will have known someone who has experienced this, or we
may have experienced it ourselves.
Most people ...................... from even the most ................
mental health problems. But for many people with mental
health problems the biggest problem they face is the attitude of
...............................................................
Severe
W ork

School
Friends

Recover
Common

Long time
Bed

Interfering
One in four

Job
Distress

Family
Professional
help

Depress ion
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Problem
Other
people
Illness

Gapped handout exercise – answers
Fill in the gaps

Mental health problems are very ............common............ About
..............one in four.............. of people will have a mental health
problem severe enough to ask for .....professional help....
Everyone experiences mental ........distress............ sometimes.
This can happen for many different reasons such as if someone
we care about is ill, if we are bullied at school, lose our .....job....
or if someone we love leaves. But if the distress goes on for a
....long time.... or is ....interfering.... with being able to live our
lives, it is a .......problem........ and we may even be diagnosed
with a mental ......illness......
One of the most common mental health problems is
.........Depression.............. A person living with this feels very
low and unhappy and is often unable to do ordinary things like
going to ...school... or ....work...., spending time with their
.......friends...... and .......family....... or even getting up out of
.........bed............... Most of us will have known someone who
has experienced this, or we may have experienced it ourselves.
People can ........recover.......... from even the most ....severe....
mental health problems. But for many people with mental
health problems the biggest problem they face is the attitude of
............other people.............
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Handout: Feelings Bingo

Working in pairs


Think of 15 wor ds which describe feelings (can be positive or negative)



If the bingo caller calls any of your words, cross them out and....



Once all your words are crossed out shout “Bingo”
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Angr y
Aggressive
Bitter
Cross
Enraged
Fuming
Hate
Hostile
Indignant
Inflamed
Infuriated
Furious
Pr ovoked
Worked Up
Upset
Irritated
Confused
Distrustful
Embarrassed
Lost
Sh y
Tense
Uncer tain
Uneasy
Unsur e
Alar med
Frightened
Anxious
Scar ed
Jealous
Nervous
Panic
Quaking

Love Loved
Suspiciou s
Tense
Helpless
Despair ing
Distressed
Affectionate
Close
Forced
Frustr ated
In a stew
Inferior
Useless
Tragic
Aching
Agonised
Appalled
Alienated
Crushed
Deprived
Rejected
Pained
Offended
Tor mented
Tortured
Wronged
Cold Desper ate
Dismayed
Sad
Lonely
M ournful
Tearful

Unhapp y
Tired
Terrible
M iserable
Lousy
Bold
Br ave
Daring
Confident
Eager
Deter mined
Strong
Interested
Fascinated
Curious
Concerned
Worried
Sensitive
Bless
Good
Calm
Certain
Co mfortable
Content
Happy Alive
Energetic
Free
Impulsive
Spirited
Thrilled
Jubilant
Merry
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Overjoyed
Relaxed
Pr oud
Great Glad
Ecstatic
Cheer ful
Delighted
Lu cky
Sunn y
Thankful
Kind
Easy
Sympathetic
Serene Quiet
Surprised
Ashamed
Bad
Detestable
Disgusting
Guilty
Sulky
Powerless
Touched
Tender
War m
Devoted
Passionate
Empty

